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GERMANY
DISMISSAL OF JEWS

New Court Ruling

JUDENREIN UNIVERSITIES IN TROUBLE«

Winter Relief Co-operation
The future historian of the Nazi dictatorship will have to

ilevoto considerable space to the attempt of the Government to
control—the^Judieiary. -Hte—vriil Batirraiiy give i;he greatest
prominence to the Reichstag fire trial, but when he browses
among the less spectacular records, particularly those of the
Labour Courts, he will" be able to write a chapter that is quite
as illuminating. He will pick out, in increasing number as he
passes the months under review, isolated-decisions handed down
by courts of law, which appear to be based on the following
principle: " The policy of the National Socialist Party is not
yet the law of the land. It is only when policy is converted
into legislation that it concerns a court of law. This process
is a£ yet incomplete and certain rights and duties of the
individual under the Second Reich still remain. They are in
our custody and it is our duty to .give legal force to them."
Unfortunately, the historian will have to record that in many
of these instances a higher court has been found willing to
reverse the decisions based upon this principle.

_____lt mayJbe-rememKered that at the end of November, the Berlin
labour Court No 1 ruled that "the fact that an employee belongs to

the Jewish race is in itself not sufficient ground for dismissal with-
out notice." On Saturday, the Supreme Federal Labour Court;
overruled this decision. It handed down a ruling.that " it is legal
to dismiss Jews from employment without,notice for 7
that they belong to the Jewish race*"—The Court tried to save its
face by appearing toqualify this principle without actually doing* so.
It declared that " there can be no question of enforcing a principle
that every Jew in employment must be dismissed simply because be
in a Jew, but membership of the Jewish race may be recognised as
a valid reason for dismissal, provided the circumstances have been
fully examined and due account has been taken of the situation as
it has now been clarified in regard to the Jews." The Court then
proceeded as follows: 4t The ruling that Jews may be dismissed
without notice on the ground that they belong' to the Jewish race
must not be interpreted as meaning that every one in employment
who is of non-Aryan origin may be dismissed without notice/'
Unless this is a reference to those who are neither Aryan nor
Semitic, such as the Japanese, it\ is difficult to see what else it can
mean.; But the Court became even more abstruse as it proceeded :
''•Membership of the Jewish race can be put forward only as one of
the grounds for dismissal without notice! The other conditions
that apply in each individual case must also be examined at the
same time, however, and examined from the point of view that has
been made clear as applying at the present day. In no case can the
anti-Jewish boycott of April 1st, 1988, be regarded as a ground for
dismissal, since this was only a temporary measure against Jewish
ahops. Even the subjective fear of an employer that the continued
employment of a Jewish employee would be harmful to his enter-
prise will not suffice. There must be a thorough examination made
to establish whether th« circumstances from an objective point of
view really make, the further employment of this particular employee
harmful to the employer or his interests.1' This would appear to
be in flat contradiction to.the ruling itself,that Jewa -̂inay be
dismissed without notice on tlie grorfiia that tliey belong tothe
Jewish race. This is sufficiently clear and its effect cannot be
doubted. ' ' ,''

The day before, the Ber own ap
verdict upholding the dismissal of a film director without notice ou
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raorkr1£815r3ue under his contract and 12,000 marks (̂ 800) for the
scenario. The company bad not completed the picture, on the ground
that the scenario was the work of a Jew. The Court found the
dismissal justified " because the Government had adopted a definite
policy of eliminating Jews from ail cultural life in Germany/1
This Court did notr wait for policy to be converted into legislation.

-The Prussian Labour Court, however, has handed down a
decision based explicitly upon law as opposed to policy. It bas
over-ruled the refusal of a lower court to allow a non-Aryan official

jot au organisation to appear before it on behalf Of the organisation.
The lower court held that the provisions that apply against non-

> Aryan lawyers apply also in such cases. Not so, said the State
Court *VIfc is true that, according to the principles of the National
Socialist State, non-Aryans are in principle excluded from partici-
pation in Jaw. Tliat has been, however, exactly regulated by legis-
lation, and if it had been intended to extend the" Aryan principle io
representatives ol organisations* an/ appropriate regulation

have been introduced. This has not been done, and there is no
justification for anticipating legislation.** The Federal Ifinistry ol
Justice-was hot pleased, and Ministerial Director Dr, Volkmar corn-
men tedradversely in the DEUTSCHE JOSTIZ. He objected that a judge
should " decide as he feels about the eitenfc to which the funda-
mental idea of racial legislation is to be applied." Such free judg-
ment. Dr. Volkmar fears, is in danger of running counter to the real
wishes of the Leader*

Outside the Law.
* One has previously noticed this assumption on the part of Nazi

officials that the " real wishes " of the Leader are not to be found in
his legislation. And it is only too true that the future historian's
most telling chapters will be those that are undocumented in the
official records of the Reich. It is worth noting the following
impressions of a correspondent who has recently returned from
Germany. , ~ '

** The economic existence of the German Jew is a miserable one.
1 The official boycott of April 1st last was bad enough * I was told,
'but at least it was soon over. But this whispering campaign, this
silent boycott, in which every ejre may be that of the informer, every
hand that of the betrayer, is far more vicious and hurtful.'

44 The German civil population, by and large, is not unfriendly
to Jewry, observers have stated, adding that it must bi remembered
that quite half the country is out of sympathy with those who have
control of its destiny. In measure this iB_truetJin^econpmit^llys,
which g^riill'lOh^moB^imi^rtwS' angle, it is largely negatived^ i ^ g
by the fact that the civil population either may not or <Lare not trade
with the Jew. The 'silent boycott1-is doing its deadly work.
Besides which, Germany to-day is still living in a kind of stupor,
with all initiative bludgeoned out of the individual. One half oi
the population wonders what to-morrow will bring, the other half
fears the dawn. ' .

" In the tramcar, a few minutes after my arrival in the country,
and before the shadow of Germany had had time to envelop me,
I babbled with the unrestrained freedom of a free citizen of a
free country. I made some quip about every street being named
' Adolf-Hitlerstrasse/ My host took alarm and motioned to me to
hold my silence. Another passenger was sitting with his back
to me—who knew who he might be ? My British passport might
safeguard me but my friend had no such protection.. We arrived at
a Jewish house, where the daughter has an ' Aryan' friend. He
dare not visit the house by daylight and, when he does come, he
deems it advisable to use the rear entrance* One evening we all
sat in a front room, talking of conditions in England, when Frau
L—— suggested, * we'd better all move into the back room. Some-
one may pass and see K (the young man) through the window.'

41 Makeshift, haunting fear, suspicion and insecurity—that is
Germany to-day. And still there is no light of the dawn of a better
day. This ever-present fear manifested itself again when I produced
some cuttings from London newspapers—a report of the Einstein
ineeting_at^ ttie_ Albert Hall, Mr. Qjrmsjbŷ ilô
praising^Jewry's partjn Britain's history, the report of the Allocation
Committee of the Geonan-Jewish Relief Fund raised in this country.:
' Heavens!T exclaimed Frau I* , 'We can't permit those to be
found in this house. We must burn them at once I' Yet the family
were glad to have the news. ' We" are very glad that you came,'
they said to me later, 'if only because we have learned so much
from you about wbat is going on in Germany.*"

The Government spares no effort to keep not only its own
people, but other nations ignorant of the many uncomfortable
truths that lurk in the Third Keich. The censorship of foreign
letters passing through Germany was referred to in the Polish Sejrn
the other day. Speaking in the budget committee, Deputy Rosinarin
made serious complaint of the opening and censoring not merely of
letters to Germany bat of letters passing through Germany to
neighbouring countries.

Arrests, decreasing in frequency, still occur often enough and .
irresponsibly enough to keep Jewish nerves on edge. Though four
years since his death will have passed next month, the hunt for
someone who can be branded as the murderer of Horst Wessel goes
ou. Two more men have baen arrested and one of them is, a young
Jewish painter named Saly Epstein. It is alleged that he shared
with a seaman named Stoll the job of watching the street while the
attack on Horst Weasel's room was made. He has been charged

< with manslaughter, and his arrest (regardless of what, the verdict
may be) is already being made to serve as anti-Semitic propaganda.

Behind every arrest is the shadow of a concentration camp.
These camps have not ceased to exist because they have ceased to
J>e [\nevf^/±j^dM£j^nme Smith contributed to the MANCHESTER

—GUARDIAN last week anr account of-^-peT8onal^sit~^o~ Dachau that
was no less terrifying because it was restrained and factual. He
sums up: ** Xs one who was a civil prisoner in Germany (Ruble!
during the World Wai- of 1914,1 waa more tnan interestedto com*
pare the two experiences^ I do not hesitate to say that.even at the
height of̂  Prussian Jingoism in the earlymonths of-the Wan the-
humanities as between German gaolers and British civilian prisoners
were on an incomparably higher level in 1914 than in the treatment
of Germans by Germans in the concentration camp of 1933," One
can indeed believe anything of the^storm troops who, when they
were instructed to confiscate the house of I4on Feucbtwariger,.
demolished his library, tore up his manuscripts, mangled iite V
scientific material that he had collected; trampled the flowers in the
garden and killed his pet cats and tortoises. It is perhaps kindest
to believe that a cog has slipped somewhere, Tmt the most sympa-
thetic and Bartletian attitude to this spirit cannot blind one to its
prevailing danger to German Jewry and its potential danger tt> the„.
world* . ^ . • _, - ̂  '

Registration of Racial Descent. v ':[. \
The mentality that hasJn many schools forbidden the Jewish

children to participate in the common swimming lesson, because
physical "contact with *n inferior race would pollute .the'Aryai

registration Qf racial a i e i ^
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for all families. . Such registration,. exists at present only tor
the families of state. an< ,̂ in^ruicipol employees, but it. is now
announced that an extending law will shortly be promulgated.
The population are therefore urged to collect individual and family
data to show that they are of Aryan descent, and to preserve old
photographs and pictures of their ancestors. Young people ore
warned that, before marrying, they must make sure that their
betrothed are of pure Aryan descent, " because the marriages
contracted in tlie future will be of decisive importance for Germany*s
future."

Dr. von Oppeln-Bronekowsky, a well-known non-Jewish writer,
has written a took entitled "Solving the Jewish Problem " and has
obtained a publisher for it in Berlin. The book analyses the Jewish
situation in Gettia&ny and pleads for a better understanding of the
problem, it has therefore been banned in Thnringia. It is good,
however, to be able to record the publication of such a book and
an even more extraordinary piece of news comes from Baden,
where the State Minister of Education recently indited l>r. Stein,
the Chairman of the Council of the Jewish Communities in the State,
to cplt upon him, *ad discussed with him for over an hour Jewish
conditions in Baden aud the education of .the Jewish youth* Such
commonsense, however, is rare and stands isolated against the usual
list pt injNsifctes<>ii the contra side of the account.

,, For anataiice the Iiindtru Municipality has prohibited Jews from
^^w^miBCtA famt. T>r. Frick-lmeMtortHchiw publishuiB yt

and .diaries to' cite Jewish holidays. Hitherto many
cakmdass and diaries contained the Jewish holidays for the benefit
of boik;the Jewish and non-Jewish* buying public. A circular against
Jewish' doctors has been distributed ia the streets of Berlin and

• other cities, asserting that if once a German patient visited a Jewish
doctor lie could never free himself from his clutches. Its object is
to put an end to the secret visits of Aryans and even Nazis to Jewish
doctors, ttttH common in view of the faith of many Germans ia the
superiority of Jewish doctors. .

. That the racial purge -is having it "deleterious effect on the
Universities was admitted (not for the first time) in an article on
the front page of the F&AKKFUJTTEB ZEITUNG on Sunday. " Consider*
uble difficulty," says the article, ** is being found in filling the Chairs
vacated by reason ol tjie Officials Law. Many who came forward to
fill these vacancies were young tutors who had not been long enough
at their posts to prove that they had the intellectual, human and
personal qualifications for prof essorships ^ . . . I n the Universities,
as in art, political integrity and service alone must not, as Dr.
Goebbels has said, be the deciding factor. The factor was naturally
present in the period of stormy development and change, and con-
sequently it was considered advisable in many cases to give
temporary potts, which- after a suitable period could be confirmed
or witkdoaw&." -. . • -

¥«t the paTgtmg f̂oes on. The Government lias prohibited the
onfcry of ooti-Arywns into the Training Colleges for Teachers. The
Prussian MinUter ,of Educationteas; prohibited Jewe from being

t understanding of the Jewish posittea. also in other directions'
they refrallied from applause.

Herr Stahl has naturally -been the subject of criticism among
the community for agreeing to cooperate with, the Nazis when it
happens to* suit them and lie lias issued a statement, in the course
of which he says : " Our Jewish religion commands us to alleviate
all distress, to help all people who are in need, and it is the task of
the Jewish Community to convert the teaching of Judaism into
action. The Kppe^yor the winter aid work for the German people
is directed to the wnolê fM&QD)jp, and is 4,6 benefit all who are in
need, and in such general work there can be no distinction of ori&m
or faith. This principle has been accepted by the responsible
leaders of the winter aid work as the guiding principle of the work.

"The administration of the work, in which all religious com-
munities, federations and organisations are collaborating, has been
entrusted to the National Socialist Welfare Department, and this
Department has, in the most understanding .manner, declared its
readiness to place the applications made by Jews in need in the
hands of our Jewish Welfare Office, which will be left to deal witk
them, so that we have every guarantee that the applications of the
members of our Community will be dealt with in the same spirit of
justice and benevolence as those of all others who axe in need.

"Originally the winter welfare work was to be confined to
German citizens. But now the^National^ocialist iidmlmgiration
"haardecided that aliens in "need, including foreign Jews, are also.te
ba assisted out of the funds, in exactly the same way as any citizen
who is in need. And so that our co-religionists should get kasher
food, it has been ordered that they can obtain their provisions from
Jewish shops. *

" The State has in this matter shown that it is looking after the
interests of all inhabitants in need. We have also come to au agree-
ment with the leaders of the Welfare Department that part of the
funds raised by us will remain at the disposal of the Jewish Welfare
Office and the other part will go to the general winter aid welfare
work from which all will benefit And therefore I call ou all Jewa
to do their duty to this fund." . .

It appears now, however, that foreign Jews are to receive relief
only if their consulates support the fund. Moreover, .Herr Stahl is
not the only one to meet with criticism from his supporters. The
Government is getting its share too. The attitude oC the? Nazi critics
is well summed up in an article in the FRANKISCHEK YOLK, a daily
newspaper appearing in Wiirzburg. **We protest," ways this paper,
"against putting down the names of Jews as contributors on the
lists side by side with our-Oerman names. AVe base our protest on
public statements made by our leaders that "Jews arc not a part of
the German nation, and we invoke the authority of < tlfc Aryan
Paragraph." . ^

The Administration of the winter relief in Offenbach has with-
drawn its order that people who receive relief cards for coal and
meat must exchange thej^ only in _Aryan shops. " Now that

members of school co»amittees. This decree excludes Jews from all
posts in school admiaisfcratioH and cancels the provision of the
law enacted in 1900 which entitled Rabbis to sit on school com*

. mittees in alt local schools where there were at least twenty Jewish
pupils. The Hessen Ministry of Education has issued orders that

. in no cizcaatstattoes should free places in educational institutions
b© placed at the disposal of non-Aryans. ' •

Winter Relief.
In B âny localities other rights, too, are being withheld from

non-Aryans on the authority ot the local officials. .The MANCHESTER
GUABDIAN correspondent confirms that unemployment benefit is
among these and there is further evidence that discrimination is
being used in the distribution of winter relief. Local action in this
matter is against tlte policy of the Government; this is to gather in
as many Jewish shekels as possible, which can only be done on the
clear understanding Hint Jewish applicants shall receive relief. In
furtherance oi this folicy an extraordinary sight was recently to be
seen in Berlin. Tke Jewish Community inaugurated a special cam-
paiga in support of ihe relief funds and at its first jaaeting, attended
by over S.OOO Jews, mambers of the Nazi p^rtyand storm troops in
uaiform were t>mcialiy present They sat on the platform beside the
r*p*6*eat*tiv^4)>rthe Community and they applauded Herr Heinrich
Stahl, the JPrwwdeiit, when he called upon the Jews to contribute
to Okm fiuuto.\>)tod} ^tetf-Hwr^Stalil^p'ut ont a feeler expressing
tha IIÔ BB ^hat (his dco-eperation *' would pave the way for a better
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EVEN in rough-and-tumble ase, children's garments
made from "Sparva" can be trusted to serve

perfectly. You can employ it equally weD lor your
own smart frocks and undies—it wears and washes
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are receiving winter relief on the same basis as non-Jews, and ore
willingly.contributing to the Winter Belief Fund, there is no reason
why Jewish butchers should not be equally privileged to siijtply*3

meat for relief cards/1 the Administration states. . :

At the request of the Director of the National Socialist
Department of Charity in Bavaria, the Jewish charity and relief -
organisations of Bavaria have been merged into a centralised
body, which will be known as the **Federation of Jewish Charity'
Organiiafeions in the Free State of Bavaria."

Boycott Progress in America. - '
tFrom our Correnpondcttf.—NEW.YOEK.] ^

The American Jewish Congress has announced that it will in the'
future conduct Its "boycott activities in co-operation with the America* *
Federation of Labour with whqm it has been negotiating in au endeavour
to work oat a joint programme of action. The American Federation 0*̂
Laboar has, in the meantime, cilled on organised labour throughout the,
United States to make the l̂ ycoifc of Gtermau goods effective by whatever
means possible.

IJewiah boycott elements, including the American Jewish Congress
and'the Untermeyer boycott organisation, have expressed deep gr&&Ao*̂  -
tion at the xleciaion of the Federation to make the boycott as effective :

as possible. : . ••'.-• 7 J
In the meantime, Mr. UntermeyerTs organisation, the Ameriea*

League ior the Defence of Jewish Rights, has formed a new ̂ roup to fce,
known as the Non-Soctarian Anti-Nazi League to Champion Puma* ..
Rights. Both these organisations will devote themselves to furfehering
the boycott as well AS to countering the spread of Naai propaganda. /
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